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Abstract
This paper presents a novel back transliteration dataset capturing native language text originally composed in the
Roman/Latin script, harvested from popular social media platforms, along with its corresponding representation in
the native Assamese script. Assamese, categorized as a low-resource language within the Indo-Aryan language
family, predominantly spoken in the north-east Indian state of Assam, faces a scarcity of linguistic resources. The
dataset comprises a total of 60,312 Roman-native parallel transliterated sentences. This paper diverges from
conventional forward transliteration datasets consisting mainly of named entities and technical terms, instead
presenting a novel transliteration dataset cultivated from three prominent social media platforms, Facebook,
Twitter (currently X), and YouTube, in the backward transliteration direction. The paper offers a comprehensive
examination of ten state-of-the-art word-level transliteration models within the context of this dataset, encompassing
transliteration evaluation benchmarks, extensive performance assessments, and a discussion of the unique chal-
lenges encountered during the processing of transliterated social media content. Our approach involves the initial
use of two statistical transliteration models, followed by the training of two state-of-the-art neural network-based
transliteration models, evaluation of three publicly available pre-trained models, and ultimately fine-tuning one
existing state-of-the-art multilingual transliteration model along with two pre-trained large language models using
the collected datasets. Notably, the Neural Transformer model outperforms all other baseline transliteration models,
achieving the lowest Word Error Rate (WER) and Character Error Rate (CER), and the highest BLEU (up to 4 gram)
score of 55.05, 19.44, and 69.15, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Transliteration, the process of converting text from
one script into another, plays a crucial role in bridg-
ing language barriers and facilitating cross-lingual
communication. While significant efforts have
been made to develop transliteration datasets for
various language pairs, many low-resource lan-
guages still lack comprehensive resources. As-
samese, belonging to the Indo-Aryan language
family and primarily spoken in the northeastern
state of Assam in India, falls into this category of
languages with limited transliteration datasets. In
this paper, we address this gap by introducing a
novel and extensive transliteration dataset for As-
samese extracted from contemporary social media
platforms. The choice of the social media domain
is motivated by the fact that India, being a multilin-
gual country, boasts a significant number of bilin-
gual social media users. According to some earlier
reports from KPMG1 and Statista2, the number of
users contributing Indian language content to the
Internet is growing rapidly, expected to represent
nearly 75% of the total Indian Internet user base
in 2021. This growth is largely attributed to the
convenience of writing Indic languages using the
Roman script, facilitated by English QWERTY key-

1KPMG
2Statista

boards. However, the lack of processing tools for
such texts, they often go unnoticed.

Existing transliteration datasets primarily focus
on named entities and out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
terms, often neglecting the wealth of linguistic di-
versity found in user-generated content on plat-
forms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
These social media platforms are known for host-
ing a myriad of content where native-language
words are frequently represented in transliterated
form. It is also important to note that most exist-
ing transliteration datasets predominantly focus on
forward transliteration, which involves the careful
transliteration of native-language words into non-
native scripts with the assistance of human an-
notators. In contrast, our dataset emphasizes
back transliteration, which involves the conver-
sion of transliterated text written in a non-native
script back to its corresponding text in the native
script (Knight and Graehl, 1997). Back translit-
eration datasets are significant because they al-
low transliteration variations, offering a more flex-
ible approach. In the forward transliteration direc-
tion, annotators tend to perform precise annota-
tion, which often lacks the transliteration variations
observed in back transliteration datasets.

In majority of the studies, while generating the
forward transliterated dataset, native language
script texts are primarily sourced from Wikipedia.

https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2017/04/Indian-languages-Defining-Indias-Internet.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/718420/internet-user-base-by-language-india/
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Annotators are tasked with producing the Roman-
ized version of these native texts, relying on their
own phonetic judgment since there are no estab-
lished transliteration or romanization guidelines
present for most of the indic languages. For
instance, the Assamese term “শুেভচ্ছা'', pronun-
ciation: /xubhessA/, meaning: “good wishes”,
only three different transliteration variations: “xub-
hessa”, “xubhescha” and “shubhessa” as adopted
by the annotators observed in the forward translit-
erated Aksharantar dataset (Madhani et al., 2022).
In contrast, our collected dataset reveals a to-
tal of 46 different variations for the same word
“শুেভচ্ছা'' written in Roman script, such as “hubhe-
saa”, “xuvesa”, “huvasha”, “huvesha”, “subhecha”,
“huveshya”, “subhesa”, “xuvesha”, “xuvessa”, “hu-
vasa”, “khuvessa”, “kuvessa”, “xubheisha”, “khu-
veswa” and “shubhessa”, among others, reflect-
ing real instances from diverse users across three
different social media platforms. In our previous
studies (Baruah et al., 2024, 2023), details of the
transliteration variations and challenges are re-
ported. This demonstrates the scale and chal-
lenges associated with our dataset compared to
traditional forward transliterated datasets. In the
preparation of backward transliteration dataset for
Assamese, users are free to express their native
words using Roman script, and annotators are
asked to identify the correct native word based on
the context and transliterate it back to the native
word in Assamese script, resulting in a richer and
more diverse dataset. Our dataset aims to cap-
ture this linguistic richness and diversity, offering
a valuable resource for transliteration research in
the context of Assamese language.

In addition to introducing the dataset, we as-
sess various state-of-the-art transliteration mod-
els. We initially employ two statistical baseline
models of NEWS 2018 (Singhania et al., 2018),
namely, a joint n-gram-based string transduction
system, SEQUITUR3 (Bisani and Ney, 2008) and
a phrase-based statistical transliteration model us-
ing Moses4 (Koehn et al., 2007) decoder. Sub-
sequently, we transition to advanced deep neural
network models, including BiLSTM with attention
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) and the neural transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) model. Additionally, we re-
port the results obtained from three publicly avail-
able transliteration APIs: indictrans (Bhat et al.,
2014), google transliteration API for the Google In-
put Tools5, and a multilingual transliteration model,
IndicXlit (Madhani et al., 2022). Finally, we fine-
tuned three state-of-the-art pre-trained models:
the multilingual IndicXlit model, Google’s multilin-
gual text-to-text transformer-based large language

3Sequitur
4Moses
5Google Input Tools

models, mT5 (Xue et al., 2021b), and a tokenizer-
free extension of the mT5 model, ByT5 (Xue et al.,
2021a).

In summary, this paper not only introduces
a unique and expansive backward transliteration
dataset in Assamese but also contributes to the
advancement of transliteration technology by eval-
uating the performance of cutting-edge models on
this resource. These efforts collectively aim to en-
hance cross-lingual communication and promote
the development of linguistic resources for low-
resource languages like Assamese. To the best
of our knowledge, this dataset is the first of its
kind in the domain of social media specifically tai-
lored for the Assamese language. We are com-
mitted to making both the dataset and the models
publicly accessible for the benefit of the research
community. The dataset can be downloaded from
Github6.

2. Language Background and
Related Work

Assamese, an eastern Indo-Aryan language,
serves as the first language for nearly 15.3 mil-
lion speakers (Chandramouli and General, 2011)
and is recognized as one of the 22 scheduled lan-
guages in India. Its orthography, rooted in the In-
dic writing system, comprises 41 consonant and
11 vowel graphemes, employed to represent 8
vowel and 23 consonant phoneme sounds in As-
samese (Mahanta, 2012). Unlike English, which
utilizes 26 alphabets (5 vowels and 21 consonants)
to produce 44 phoneme sounds (Bizzocchi, 2017),
Assamese employs 52 alphabets for 31 phoneme
sounds. This disparity leads to variations in the
transliteration of Assamese words into Roman or-
thography when standard transliteration rules are
not followed.

Recent years have seen notable advancements
in Indic language transliteration. (Kunchukuttan
et al., 2015) proposed Brahmi-Net, an online sta-
tistical transliteration system for transliteration and
script conversion for all major Indian language
pairs (18 languages and 306 language pairs)
including Assamese. (Roark et al., 2020) intro-
duced the Dakshina dataset, covering 12 South
Asian languages in the Roman script, laying the
foundation for transliteration and language mod-
eling tasks. Extending this, (Kunchukuttan et al.,
2021a) explored neural machine transliteration for
English and 10 Indian languages, emphasizing
multilingual transliteration. (Madhani et al., 2022)
presented the Aksharantar dataset, the largest
transliteration dataset covering 21 Indian lan-

6https://github.com/osintg-iitghy/
LREC-COLING-2024-OSINTG-IITG

https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/web/Software/g2p.html
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
https://www.google.com/intl/en/inputtools/try/
https://github.com/osintg-iitghy/LREC-COLING-2024-OSINTG-IITG
https://github.com/osintg-iitghy/LREC-COLING-2024-OSINTG-IITG
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guages, achieving state-of-the-art results with the
IndicXlit model. In a recent study by (Ruder et al.,
2023), an evaluation of sentence-level translitera-
tion was conducted across 13 languages, encom-
passing 12 languages from the Dakshina dataset
as well as the Amharic language, across 30 dis-
tinct transliteration directions. To carry out their
experiments, the researchers harnessed trans-
fer learning setups (mT5-Base, ByT5-Base, Flan-
PaLM-62B). For social media like infomral text, the
Forum for Information Retrieval (FIRE) organized
pivotal shared tasks like FIRE 2013 and FIRE
2014 (Roy et al., 2013; Choudhury et al., 2014),
focusing on Hindi song lyrics in Roman script. De-
spite these achievements, current research does
not specifically address transliteration challenges
in Romanized social media datasets.

3. Dataset Description

Our dataset was curated from three popular social
media platforms, YouTube, Twitter (currently X),
and Facebook using three publicly available APIs
for systematic data extraction. Specifically, we
employed the YouTube Data API7 to harvest com-
ments from predefined Assamese YouTube chan-
nels8. On Twitter (currently X), our focus was on
acquiring reply tweets only from a prominent As-
samese Twitter handle9, utilizing the Tweepy API10.
Similarly, we extracted comments from selected
Assamese Facebook pages11 using the Facebook
Graph API12. Comprehensive details about the ex-
perimental dataset and the duration of data collec-
tion are available in Table 1.

In our dataset, we encompass a total of 60,312
sentences, ranging from single-word sentences
to those extending up to 162 words. The aver-
age sentence length is 11.14, exhibiting a stan-
dard deviation of 8.38. Moreover, we note an
average code-mixing percentage of 20.1% within
the dataset. Code-mixing entails incorporating au-
thentic Roman words alongside Romanized As-
samese words, quantified as a percentage of the
total words present in a sentence. At the word
level, our dataset comprises a total of 671,921
words. Among them, 67,131 words are in En-
glish, 589,289 are Assamese words, and 15,501
are mixed-script words denoting a single token ex-
pressed in multiple scripts.

Out of the total 589,289 Assamese words, there
are only 79,200 unique Assamese words, and
from this set, we extracted a total of 65,614

7YouTube Data API
8Dimpu’s Vlogs, News Live, Assamese Mixture
9@himantabiswa

10Tweepy
11GU Confession Page, CMO Assam Page
12Facebook Graph API

Table 1: Statistics of the collected dataset from
three major social media sources along with the
duration of data collection

Social

Media

Sources

Duration

of Data

Collection

#posts

collected

#posts

annotated

#words

Assamese

(total)

#unique

Assamese

words

Facebook

Dec-2013

to

Feb-2017

409,168 5,300 71,800

79,200YouTube

Jun-2018

to

Aug-2023

385,676 50,000 426,089

Twitter

Mar-2021

to

Aug-2021

285,676 5,012 91,400

unique transliteration pairs for conducting our ex-
periments. Again, as the nature of social media
data, a single source token can be represented in
multiple ways. i.e., a single token can exhibit mul-
tiple transliteration variations. We have noticed a
maximum of 127 Roman transliteration variations
for a native Assamese word in our dataset. We
have also noticed that based on the context or the
similarity in pronunciation, a single Roman word
may represent multiple native Assamese words,
with one Roman word in our dataset representing
a maximum of 31 native Assamese words. Fig-
ure 1 visually demonstrates the connection be-
tween the number of Roman variations and the cor-
responding count of native Assamese words ex-
hibiting those many variations. Again, the plot in
Figure 2 reveals the relationship between the num-
ber of Roman words and the total count of back-
transliterated native Assamese words represented
by those Roman words. It’s worth noting that al-
though not many terms in our dataset have the
maximum number of variations, many words dis-
play more than one variation. Two examples in Ta-
ble 2 shows these variations found in our dataset.

4. Dataset Annotation

After acquiring the necessary dataset from our se-
lected sources, we engaged 24 annotators and 3
linguistic experts as validators to annotate and ver-
ify the dataset. An online annotation tool, devel-
oped and deployed on our local server, facilitated
this process. Annotators were selected based on
their proficiency in both English and Assamese. A
comprehensive annotation guideline was prepared
in collaboration with linguistic experts. Both an-
notators and validators were required to register
and log in to our system first. Upon logging in,

https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
https://www.youtube.com/@DimpusVlogs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrQHRYuJG8jmpUVALIC9Gkw
https://www.youtube.com/c/AssameseMixture
https://twitter.com/himantabiswa
https://docs.tweepy.org/en/stable/
https://www.facebook.com/confessionsGauhatiUniversity
https://www.facebook.com/cmofficeassam
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/
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Table 2: Two examples of both Roman and native variations along with the frequencies present in our
dataset

Term
Script

Language

Underlying

Language

English

Meaning

Total

Variations
Number of Variations with Frequencies

“বহুত'' Assamese Assamese Many 27

bohut: 2915, bhut: 1047, bht: 851, bahut: 651,

bohot: 126, buhut: 105, bhout: 47, bhot: 46,

bahot: 24, bhtt: 13, boht: 12, bohud: 12, bhoot: 8,

bout: 7, buhot: 7, bhohut: 6, bohout: 6, bhaut: 6,

vohut: 6, bohoot: 5, bohuuuuuuuuttttt: 1, bohuuuuuut: 1,

vohot: 1, bohuuuuuuuut: 1, bohuuuuut: 1, bohuuuut: 1,

bhhhuut: 1

“gai” Roman Assamese To Sing 5 গাই: 65, গায়: 18, ৈগ: 3, যায়: 1, গান: 1

Figure 1: Distributions of Roman Transliteration
Variations for Native Assamese Words.

Figure 2: Distributions of Back Transliterated Na-
tive Assamese words represented by the Roman
Words.

each annotator received an initial set of 100 sam-
ple posts for tagging, presented one at a time after
submission. During tagging, annotators adhered
to the annotation guidelines. Linguistic experts val-
idated annotations using two tags: accept and re-
ject. Those exceeding the 80% acceptance thresh-

old in the initial test proceeded to the final annota-
tion task. Annotators received a compensation of
3 INR for each accepted post.

The annotators were tasked with three main re-
sponsibilities. Firstly, they had to identify the lan-
guage of the post at the sentence level, categoriz-
ing it as English, Assamese, Assamese-mixed, or
Other. Secondly, identified Assamese words writ-
ten in the Roman script were transliterated back
to the corresponding Assamese words in the na-
tive script. English-origin words were retained if
spelled correctly, otherwise replaced with accurate
spelling. Thirdly, if a term in the sentence was rec-
ognized as a person’s name, a geographical loca-
tion, or the name of an organization, annotators
selected and tagged the term or phrase as <per-
son>, <place>, or <organization>, respectively, by
clicking the appropriate label below the post.

Validators were responsible for reviewing and
validating each post, marking it as accept or re-
ject. In the case of rejection, validators provided
explicit reasons for the rejection. Which will further
reflected in the respective accounts of the annota-
tors so that it can be tagged correctly in the subse-
quent attempts. The identical set of posts was allo-
cated to two annotators to assess inter-annotator
agreement in the reverse transliteration task at a
later stage. We quantified inter-annotator agree-
ment using Cohen’s kappa (κ) coefficient and ob-
served a value of 0.83. Figure 3 presents a snap-
shot of the annotation tool13.

5. Experimental Setup

Our word-level transliteration experiments were
conducted across four distinct setups: (1) Sta-
tistical Transliteration Setup, (2) Neural Network-
Based Transliteration Setup, (3) Evaluation uti-

13https://www.iitg.ac.in/cseweb/osint/
annotation/

https://www.iitg.ac.in/cseweb/osint/annotation/
https://www.iitg.ac.in/cseweb/osint/annotation/
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the annotation tool

lizing Pre-trained Transliteration Models, and (4).
Transfer learning setup by fine-tuning existing
state-of-the-art large language models (LLMs)
with our word-level transliteration objective. In the
subsequent discussion, each of these experimen-
tal setups will be briefly outlined.

1. Statistical Machine Transliteration Setup:
In our statistical machine transliteration con-
figurations, we employed two state-of-the-art
statistical models for transliteration. One
incorporated the phrase-based statistical
machine transliteration model with the Moses
decoder, employing GIZA++ (Och and Ney,
2003) for character alignment and KenLM
(Heafield, 2011) for language modeling. The
other model employed the joint n-gram-based
string transduction system, SEQUITUR
(Bisani and Ney, 2008). Both systems were
trained up to 4-grams for the language model,
and their respective performances were
reported.

2. Neural Network Based Transliteration
Setup: We mainly employed two state-of-
the-art neural network based sequence-to-
sequence models. One was implemented
using the sequence-to-sequence BiLSTM
encoder-decoder model with attention with
the help of the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein
et al., 2017) and the other using the Fairseq
(Ott et al., 2019) implementation of neural
transformer model.

• Experimental Setup for the BiLSTM
with Attention Model: For the BiLSTM
model, the encoder is made up of two
BiLSTM layers, each with 512 hidden
units. The whole network processes

words (split into characters) in batches
of 128 embeddings, 64 training batches,
and 32 validation batches, with an ini-
tial learning rate of 1 and a decay rate
of 0.5 over 10,000 steps out of 200,000.
BiLSTM dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014)
and attention dropout with early stopping
criterion with values of 0.3, 0.1, and 10
were used to reduce overfitting. Simi-
larly, the decoder network includes 512
RNN (Sutskever et al., 2014) hidden units
with 2 stacked on the decoder side. We
use the Adagrad Optimizer (Duchi et al.,
2011) to train the sequence-to-sequence
system and normalize the gradient to pre-
vent memory growth during training. At
every 10,000 steps, we set a checkpoint.

• Experimental Setup for the Neural
Transformer Model: The Transformer
model architecture consists of 6 encoder
and 6 decoder layers, incorporating lay-
ernorm within each transformer layer for
output normalization. The GELU ac-
tivation function (Hendrycks and Gim-
pel, 2016) is applied, and both encoder
and decoder self-attention layers utilize
4 attention heads. Parameters include
a batch size of 1024, 256 dimensions
for encoder and decoder embeddings,
and 1024 dimensions for encoder and
decoder feed-forward networks (FFN).
Dropout rates of 0.5 and 0.1 are used,
and label-smoothed cross-entropy with a
smoothing factor of 0.1 serves as the
training criterion. The Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) is employed with
betas (0.9, 0.98) and a learning rate of
0.001. The learning rate scheduler is in-
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verse square root with a warmup initial-
ization learning rate of 0 and warmup up-
dates of 4000. The model is trained for a
maximum of 100 epochs.

3. Pre-trained transliteration Model Evalua-
tion: We evaluated the transliteration perfor-
mance of three publicly available pre-trained
transliteration models directly on our test set,
including the Google Transliteration API, the
indic-trans transliteration model, and the mul-
tilingual transliteration model, IndicXlit.

4. Transfer Learning Setup: Additionally,
we fine-tuned three models: the multilin-
gual transliteration model IndicXlit, and
two transformer-based large language
models, the multilingual pre-trained text-to-
text transformer model, mT5 and ByT5, a
tokenizer-free variant of mT5, representing
a token-free byte-to-byte pre-trained trans-
former model. Both pre-trained models were
trained on the multilingual variant of the C4
dataset (Raffel et al., 2020), mC4 (Xue et al.,
2021b) covering 101 languages. The pre-
trained objective of the IndicXlit model aligns
with ours, focusing on “Word Level Translit-
eration” only, and our target language,
Assamese, is also present in the training
set. In contrast, the pre-training objective for
the other two models is “Span Corruption”,
and our target language, Assamese, is not
part of the training set in either of these two
pre-trained models. For our evaluation, we
utilized the mT5-small14 and ByT5-small15

pre-trained transformer models with 300
million parameters from the Hugging Face
library, running both models for 51 epochs
each.

6. Experimental Dataset

In our word-level transliteration task, we main-
tained uniformity in the training, validation, and test
sets across all ten different setups. To ensure a
thorough evaluation, we employed a 70-10-20 split.
Out of the total 65,614 unique transliteration pairs,
the training data includes 45,934 pairs, the valida-
tion set contains 6,560 pairs, and we evaluated the
models with 13,120 pairs in the testing set.

7. Result and Discussion

In this section, we assess the performance of var-
ious transliteration setups using specialized eval-

14mt5-small
15byt5-small

uation metrics designed for word-level translitera-
tion tasks. Given the nature of word-level translit-
eration, metrics such as Word Error Rate (WER),
Character Error Rate (CER), the counts of substi-
tution, deletion, and insertion errors, along with
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) (up to 4 grams),
provide insightful measurements. WER repre-
sents the percentage of correctly predicted word
pairs out of the total word pairs. CER, based on
Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965), mea-
sures the minimum edits (substitution, insertion,
and deletion) needed to transform a predicted
word into the actual ground truth word. The BLEU
score combines the Brevity Penalty and the Geo-
metric Average of n-gram precision scores. We
calculated BLEU scores up to 4 grams for each
setup in this paper. Among the ten selected se-
tups, those involving neural network-based mod-
els outperformed other baselines. Specifically, the
setup with the neural transformer model (setup 4)
achieved the lowest Word Error Rate (WER) and
Character Error Rate (CER) values, along with the
highest BLEU (up to 4 gram) score of 55.05, 19.44,
and 69.15, respectively. The result of all the ten
experimental setups are presented in Table 3.

(1). Statistical Model Setup: Within the statis-
tical model setups, the Sequitur implementation of
the joint n-gram-based transliteration model (setup
2) exhibited superior performance compared to its
counterpart, the Phrase-based statistical transliter-
ation model using Moses (setup 1), as indicated in
the Table 3.

(2). Neural Model Setup: In the configura-
tions featuring neural network-based translitera-
tion models, the one employing the neural trans-
former model (setup 4) outperformed the BiLSTM
model with attention (setup 3) in terms of Word Er-
ror Rate (WER), Character Error Rate (CER), and
the BLEU (up to 4 gram) accuracy score, as de-
picted in Table 3.

(3). Pre-trained Model Evaluation Setup:
Among the pre-trained models, the configura-
tion utilizing the Google Transliteration API (setup
6) achieves comparable results with the best-
performing neural transformer model (setup 4).
It also demonstrates the highest performance
among all three pre-trained model setups. How-
ever, the multilingual pre-trained transliteration
model IndicXlit (setup 5), primarily trained on
canonical transliteration pairs, encounters chal-
lenges with noisy transliteration pairs from social
media. It is worth noting that most pre-trained
transliteration models were trained on carefully an-
notated clean/canonical transliteration pairs, map-
ping from the native Assamese word to its respec-
tive romanized Assamese counterpart in the for-
ward transliteration direction. In contrast, the pre-
trained transliteration model indic-trans (setup 7)

https://huggingface.co/google/mt5-small
https://huggingface.co/google/byt5-small
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Table 3: Transliteration result in terms of Word-Error-Rate(WER), Character-Error-Rate(CER), Number
of Substitution, Insertion, Deletion errors and the BLEU (up to 4 gram) score for all the 10 setups (Exper-
imental setups with the lowest word-error-rate(WER), lowest character-error-rate(CER) and the highest
BLEU (up to 4 gram) score are highlighted in bold)

Statistical Model Setup Neural Model Setup Pre-trained Model Evaluation Setup Transfer Learning Setup

Phrase-based

Statistical

Transliteration

model using Moses

Joint Source

Channel based

model using

Sequitur

BiLSTM

model with

Attention

Neural

Transformer

model

IndicXlit

model

Goggle

Transliteration

API

indic-trans

model

IndicXlit

model

Google’s

mT5 model

Google’s

ByT5 model

setup 1 setup 2 setup 3 setup 4 setup 5 setup 6 setup 7 setup 8 setup 9 setup 10

WORD ERROR RATE (WER) 66.78 63.99 58.90 55.05 73.38 58.79 95.11 63.53 76.38 66.36

CHARACTER ERROR RATE (CER) 23.04 21.34 19.76 19.44 29.91 24.01 54.62 21.10 31.69 22.94

SUBSTITUTION ERROR 9146 8593 9728 8129 12265 9625 24507 8924 12633 8996

INSERTION ERROR 3093 3038 3311 2889 2946 3289 4021 2868 4340 3085

DELETION ERROR 3825 3258 3911 3289 5639 3821 9550 2921 5119 3911

BLEU (up to 4 gram) SCORE 64.41 67.33 68.60 69.15 54.03 67.61 24.04 66.48 55.50 65.93

exhibits the lowest performance among all ten ex-
perimental setups, as indicated in Table 3.

(4). Transfer Learning Setup: In the trans-
fer learning setup, we fine-tuned three pre-trained
models. One utilized the transformer-based mul-
tilingual pre-trained transliteration model, IndicXlit,
trained on 22 Indic languages, including our tar-
get language Assamese in their training set. Addi-
tionally, we employed two multilingual transformer-
based pre-trained large language models trained
on 101 languages from the mC4 dataset, where
Assamese is not part of the training set. Fur-
thermore, their pre-training objective, “Span Cor-
ruption” differs from our “word-level transliter-
ation” objective. In contrast to the character-
level embedding used in earlier setups, the mT5
model (setup 9) employs pre-trained Sentence-
Piece embedding to create the vocabulary. On
the other hand, the ByT5 model (setup 10) follows
a language-agnostic approach, directly process-
ing UTF-8 bytes without any text pre-processing.
These bytes are embedded into the model’s hid-
den size using a vocabulary of 256 possible byte
values. Since ByT5 operates on the byte level
rather than the character or sub-word level, it
doesn’t maintain a fixed vocabulary size, enabling
it to process text in any language, given that char-
acters in any language have unique UTF-8 byte
values. Among the three transfer learning setups,
the fine-tuned IndicXlit model achieves the highest
performance in terms of Word Error Rate (WER),
Character Error Rate (CER), and BLEU (up to 4
gram) accuracy score, as depicted in Table 3.

8. Challenges in Social Media
Transliteration

Processing social media text poses several chal-
lenges, including generic transliteration issues and
those arising from the inherent nature of noisy
social media content. The challenges are ampli-
fied by users not adhering to standard translitera-
tion guidelines while writing Assamese using the
Roman script on social media. Additionally, En-
glish and Assamese are orthographically distinct
languages, lacking a direct one-to-one correspon-
dence between their graphemes. Many social me-
dia users are comfortable with the English QW-
ERTY keyboard, leading them to phonetically tran-
scribe Assamese using Roman alphabets based
on their own phonetic judgment. Transliteration
models often struggle to address these challenges,
leading to errors. In the subsequent discussion,
we will discuss some of those challenges encoun-
tered while processing social media text. The ob-
servations are categorized into four different cate-
gories, outlined in Table 4, alongside some sam-
ple examples. Model outputs that align with the
ground truths are highlighted in blue.

(1). Multiple character mapping: Due to the
absence of direct one-to-one correspondence be-
tween English and Assamese graphemes, cou-
pled with the lack of adherence to a common stan-
dard transliteration guideline, we have observed
instances where a single Roman grapheme rep-
resents multiple Assamese graphemes (one-to-
many mapping). Conversely, a single Assamese
grapheme may exhibit various Roman variations
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Table 4: Comparison between the outputs of ten different transliteration model setups with the same
Roman input (output of the setups that match with the ground truths are highlighted in blue)

Different
Setups

Roman Input
and Actual Native

ground truth

Statistical Model
Setups

Neural Model
Setups

Pre-trained
Model

Evaluation Setups

Transfer
Learning
Setups

Different
Obsevations

Roman
Input

Assamese
Native

Moses
output

(setup1)

Sequitur
output

(setup2)

BiLSTM
output

(setup3)

Transformer
output

(setup4)

IndicXlit
model
output

(setup5)

Google
Transliteration

API output
(setup6)

indic-trans
model
output

(setup7)

Fine-tune
IndicXlit
model
output

(setup8)

Fine-tune
mT5 model
output
(setup9)

Fine-tune
ByT5 model

output
(setup10)

Multiple Character
Mapping

hani শিন হািন হািন শিন সািন হািন সািন হানী হািন সািন হািন
xuola শুৱলা শুলা েসালা খৱুলা েখাৱালা েসাৱঁলা শুৱলা জুওলা শুৱলা েসালা শুৱলা

Short form
Representation

jrhtt েযাৰহাটত েযাৰহাতত েযাৰহাতত েযাৰহাতত েযাৰহাটত জাটর্ হষর্দ জরত্ত েযাৰহাট েযাৰহাতত েযাৰহাতত
bhtor বহুতৰ বহতঁৰ বহতঁৰ বহতঁৰ বহুতৰ ভটৰ ভাতৰ ভ্টর ভাতৰ িভতৰ ভটৰ

Long form
Representation

aaauuu আওঁ আওঁ আ আওঁ আওঁ আওঁওও আআওওও আউ আও আও আআও
bapppaaoiii বাপ্পাঐ বাপপায় বাপ্পাও বাপপ্পাওঁ বাপপ্পাওঁ বাপ্পাআওই বাপ্পাপায়ী বাপ্পাওঈ বাপ্পায় বাপ্পাঐ বাপ্পাঐ

Alphanumeric
Word

ai2e এইেটােৱ এইেটা এইেটা এইেটােৱ এইেটােৱ এআইআইেচ অং২েয় আই2এ এইেটােৱ এইেটােৱ এইেটাএ
kn2 িকনু্ত িকনু্ত েকানেতা িকনু্ত িকনু্ত েকএনিচ কঁ২ ন2 িকনু্ত িকনু্ত িকনু্ত

(many-to-one mapping). In our dataset, for in-
stance, the Roman grapheme “r” corresponds
to Assamese graphemes “ৰ” “ড়”, and “ঢ়” in the
transliteration of “ৰং” (transliteration: “rang”, mean-
ing: “Colour”), “গড়” (transliteration: “gor”, mean-
ing: “Rhino”) and “বুঢ়া” (transliteration: “bura”,
meaning: “Old man”). Similarly, the Assamese
grapheme “শ” is transliterated with different Ro-
man graphemes such as “s”, “sh”, “h”, “x”, and
“kh”. For example, in the representation of the
Assamese word “িশলািদতয্”, it is transliterated as
“siladitya”, “shiladitya”, “hiladitya”, “xiladitya”, and
“khiladitto” as evidenced by our dataset. Refer-
encing Table 4, we have observed two instances
of Assamese words, “শিন” and “শুৱলা”, where the
Assamese grapheme “শ” is correspondingly repre-
sented as “h” and “x” in the ground truth. Conse-
quently, due to these multiple character mappings,
our models predicted “শ” as “হ”, “স”, “খ” and “জ”
respectively.

(2). Short form representation: In social me-
dia, it is a common practice to utilize informal short-
form representations by excluding vowels between
consonants in Roman transliterations. When indi-
viduals write Assamese words using Roman char-
acters on social media, they intentionally omit vow-
els between consonants to create short-form ver-
sions. For instance, the Assamese word “লগত” is
transliterated as “lgt” in a short form by remov-
ing the vowels between consonants. However,
the ideal Roman transliteration of the Assamese
word “লগত” should be either “lagat” or “logot”
without the short form. Table 4 presents two il-
lustrative examples of short-form representations
derived from our datasets: “jrhtt” (“েযাৰহাটত”) and
“bhtor” (“বহুতৰ”). Notably, only the Transformer

model in setup 4 yielded outputs that accurately
matched the ground truth in both cases.

(3). Long form representation: In social me-
dia text, repeating the same character multiple
times to emphasize or convey emotions is com-
mon. For example, the Assamese word “বহুত”
might be transliterated as “bohuuuuuuuuttttt” in-
stead of its standard form “bohut”. Furthermore,
In the Assamese language, the presence or ab-
sence of the nasalized character “◌ঁ” holds signifi-
cant meaning, conveying different interpretations.
For instance, “কাহ” (meaning: cough) and “কাহঁ”
(meaning: bell metal) showing this distinction. We
offer two examples of long-form representation
from our dataset: “aaauuu” (“আও”ঁ) and “bapp-
paaoiii” (“বাপ্পাঐ”) in Table 4. The presence of the
nasalized character “◌ঁ” is correctly predicted by
the statistical model with Moses (setup 1) and both
the neural models, namely the BiLSTM with atten-
tion model in setup 3 and the Transformer model in
setup 4. Similarly, the long-form representation of
“বাপ্পাঐ” for “bapppaaoiii” is accurately predicted
by the transfer learning setups in setup 9 (mT5)
and setup 10 (ByT5).

(4). Alphanumeric word: A common prac-
tice noted in the transliteration of Assamese so-
cial media text involves representing a single word
by combining both alphabetic letters and numbers
within the same word. For example, the Assamese
words “এইেটােৱ” and “িকনু্ত ” are transliterated as
“ai2e” and “kin2” respectively, as demonstrated
in Table 4 of our dataset. It is worth noting that, ex-
cept for the pre-trained models in setup 5, setup 6,
and setup 7, all the other models effectively accom-
modate this alphanumeric pattern and correctly
predicted the output, as evident in our dataset.
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9. Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, this paper has introduced a pioneer-
ing back transliteration dataset for Assamese, cap-
turing diverse linguistic content from three popular
social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter
(currently X), and YouTube. We also conducted
a comprehensive evaluation of ten state-of-the-art
word-level transliteration benchmarks. The experi-
mental evaluation highlighted the superiority of the
Neural Transformer model, achieving the lowest
Word Error Rate (WER) and Character Error Rate
(CER), along with the highest BLEU (up to 4 gram)
score.

Looking forward, this domain has several scope
for future research and development. Firstly,
expanding the dataset to include more diverse
linguistic content and covering additional social
media platforms could enhance the robustness
of transliteration models. Addressing specific
challenges, such as variations in informal short-
form and long-form representations, capturing in-
stances of multiple character mappings, and identi-
fying and handling other social media-specific chal-
lenges would contribute to more accurate translit-
erations. In terms of model development, fine-
tuning existing pre-trained models on the unique
characteristics of social media transliterations and
exploring transformer-based architectures tailored
for low-resource languages like Assamese could
yield improvements.

This work establishes the groundwork for en-
hancing transliteration technology, particularly for
low-resource languages and within the context of
social media. Our focus is on promoting cross-
lingual communication and facilitating resource de-
velopment. Looking ahead, our efforts will extend
to tackling sentence-level transliteration and ad-
dressing the code-mixed nature of social media
text. Given the linguistic diversity prevalent in India
and globally, overcoming these transliteration chal-
lenges holds significance for diverse social media
scenarios and languages.
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